As an industry leader and global manufacturer of surface conditioning solutions, Weiler Abrasives Group is eager to create a collaborative relationship to overcome your toughest cleaning, grinding, cutting, deburring, and finishing challenges.

WEILER ABRASIVES GROUP FACILITIES

We serve customers in 80 countries with more than a million square feet of advanced manufacturing facilities in North America, South America, and Europe.
Joseph E. Weiler began manufacturing brushes for the jewelry industry in Pforzheim, Germany. Moved to its current global headquarters in Cresco, PA. Weiler expands its capability in abrasives and its footprint in Europe by acquiring SwatyComet, whose legacy dates back to 1879.

“While the company has grown and expanded significantly since those humble beginnings, our commitment to developing long-term partnerships with customers, co-workers, and community hasn’t changed. We like to call that our 3 Cs. In fact, after 75 years, we still do business with our very first customer.”

– CHRIS WEILER, CEO, WEILER ABRASIVES GROUP

Weiler Abrasives Group, originally named Weiler Brush, was established in 1944 with fifty dollars and a big dream. We’re still privately owned and operated by our fourth-generation CEO, Chris Weiler.

1944 – Company incorporated in Long Island, NY. Established Weiler de México, the company’s first commercial subsidiary outside the US. Announced the sixth expansion at Cresco, this one including a new global headquarters.

1957 – Moved to its current global headquarters in Cresco, PA. Acquired Rei Abrasives, a Brazilian company based in Vinhedo, São Paulo.

1999

2012 – Acquired SwatyComet, whose legacy dates back to 1879.

2014

2015

Weiler – From Brush Company to Global Abrasives Leader

WEILER VALUES

Our values guide all of our interactions with our customers, co-workers, and communities:

- INTEGRITY
- CUSTOMER FOCUSED
- ACCOUNTABILITY
- PASSIONATE
- LEARNING AND COMPETENCE

WEILER VALUES

LEARN — adapt and learn, coach and develop ourselves and others.

EXECUTE RESULTS — deliver on our commitments, focus on the customer, get things done safely.

ENERGIZE — create a vision and inspire others, communicate with impact, foster teamwork and collaboration.

INNOVATE — foster innovation, deliver continuous improvement, and challenge the status quo.
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SERVING CUSTOMERS THE WEILER WAY

Weiler Abrasives Group is driven to give our customers a competitive advantage in the global marketplace. It’s not just about what we do; it’s also about how we do it. We call it the Weiler Way, and it means we:
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WEILER USES INNOVATION TO DRIVE YOUR RESULTS

Our vigorous culture of innovation and collaboration is fueled by a sustained commitment to investing in people, processes, state-of-the-art equipment, training, and facilities.

MORE THAN 50 CHEMISTS, SCIENTISTS AND TECHNICIANS around the world driving research and development.

MORE THAN 20,000 SQUARE FEET OF R&D LABS AND TEST FACILITIES spanning three continents. Including modern, state-of-the-art laboratories for advanced material research and development of next-generation bonding systems of abrasive products.

AUTOMATED AND ROBOTIC TESTING. Performance and durability testing for new product development and existing product comparisons. Robotic tests of performance and safety parameters, surface grinder, and CNC machining to develop new abrasive products for industrial applications.

32 ROBOTS DRIVE EFFICIENCY AND CONSISTENCY IN OPERATIONS. Integrated vision systems add reliability and flexibility during the assembly process.

RAPID PROTOTYPING THROUGH THE USE OF 3D SOLID MODELING AND PRINTING streamlines the design, testing, and prototyping of engineered solutions.

RESEARCH CENTERS OF EXCELLENCE that specialize in material research, bonding system development, power brush cleaning efficiency and life studies, and abrasive product development.

CLASSROOM AND HANDS-ON TRAINING facilities to increase product knowledge and ensure the safe and proper use of products.
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FOCUSING OUR EXPERTISE ON YOUR CHALLENGES

Weiler Abrasives Group uses a structured application engineering program to identify value-added cost savings opportunities in customer processes. Our expert application engineers analyze specific processes and identify improvement opportunities, helping customers achieve quantifiable cost savings.
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Weiler Abrasives Group manufactures products that enable end-users to be highly productive in doing what they do best.

- BONDED ABRASIVES
- COATED ABRASIVES
- POWER BRUSHES
- HAND BRUSHES AND BROOMS
- DIAMOND TOOLS
- INDUSTRIAL GRINDING
- TECHNICAL FABRICS

Our focus on operational excellence reduces costs and improves product and service innovation. We continuously invest in robotics and automation to optimize quality control and production. It starts with our people. By combining experienced people with state-of-the-art manufacturing methods and lean techniques, we aggressively drive out waste and improve efficiencies so we can give our customers an edge.
GIVING YOU AN EDGE

Doing business is easy with dedicated Weiler support specialists, a broad stock offering, and available same-day shipping.

Leading-edge training from experts helps ensure you get the most out of our products to do your work faster, safer, and better.

Direct support from industry experts, delivered at your location if needed by an experienced application team. Weiler experts will even come to your operation to conduct an in-depth study and inspection to help find the right solution, free of charge.

Full line of products proven to perform better, boost productivity, and increase end-user job satisfaction.

Working with Weiler Abrasives Group gives your business a competitive advantage through strong and collaborative partnerships, performance-enhancing products, and innovative business solutions that lead to profitable growth.

Our mission is to be a partner with our end-customers and distributor business partners to achieve a competitive advantage in the global marketplace by providing the right, performance-based solutions to meet end-users' surface conditioning needs.

“I consider Weiler to be a long-term partner. Their history of meeting our specific application needs has been world-class.”

– GARY S., GENERAL MANAGER, ROLLING OPERATIONS

WHAT WEILER ABRASIVES GROUP BRINGS TO YOUR TEAM:

- **Doing Business is Easy**: with dedicated Weiler support specialists, a broad stock offering, and available same-day shipping.
- **Leading-Edge Training**: from experts helps ensure you get the most out of our products to do your work faster, safer, and better.
- **Direct Support from Industry Experts**: delivered at your location if needed by an experienced application team. Weiler experts will even come to your operation to conduct an in-depth study and inspection to help find the right solution, free of charge.
- **Full Line of Products Proven to Perform Better**: boost productivity, and increase end-user job satisfaction.

Our mission is to be a partner with our end-customers and distributor business partners to achieve a competitive advantage in the global marketplace by providing the right, performance-based solutions to meet end-users’ surface conditioning needs.
Learn more about how Weiler products and people can help you overcome challenges and give you a competitive edge.

WEILER ABRASIVES GROUP

USA: 800 835-9999
México: 800 633-2100
Brazil: +55 19 3836-6060
Slovenia: +386 3 7575225
Germany: +49 9208 6581-0